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Abstract

A new multi-objective approach for the cell formation problem in a lumpy demand environment is presented. The

objectives addressed in this paper are grouping e�ciency and capacity requirements. In lumpy demand the required

capacity is a�ected by demand variability and the correlation between the part types assigned to the cells. We claim that

since the required capacity is determined by part types grouping, part type demands variability and their correlation

should be taken into consideration as part of the cell formation. This new approach is discussed and formulated as a

mixed integer programming model and illustrated by a wide range of typical examples. These examples demonstrate

that when using traditional approaches designers do not obtain optimal solutions and may make decisions on the basis

of wrong results. The proposed approach helps designers eliminate these problems and produce a reasonable cell design.

A genetic algorithm is proposed and examined for designing large-scale systems. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All

rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Group technology  GT) is a theory of man-

agement based on the principle that similar things

should be done similarly. In its application to

manufacturing, GT is a method of factory orga-

nization in which organizational units, known as

groups, complete all the products or parts they

manufacture, and are equipped with all the re-

quired processing facilities  Burbidge, 1991). One

aspect of GT in manufacturing is cellular manu-

facturing  CM). This term relates to the organi-

zation of the manufacturing facility on the basis of

dedicated cells of dissimilar machines, which pro-

cess sets of similar parts, called part families. Each

cell is designed as a modi®ed ¯ow-shop and most
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